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TERM 4 5 OCT-18 DEC

jenny reid, assistant principal

W

elcoming News
The continuing decline in the number of
COVID-19 confirmed cases and last week’s
announcements, as a result, relaying the further easing of
restrictions was definitely welcome news!! It is now
with a positive outlook that we look forward to further
announcements this weekend given the ongoing downward trajectory of infections.

jo-anne doran, assistant principal

S

chool Photography
These have tentatively been
scheduled for 17 and 18 November. Class photographs and individual
photographs can be taken as well as
other groupings such as siblings. Given the short interval of time for school
photographers to accommodate the
needs of all schools, there may be limitations on the services which can be
provided. We will keep you informed
accordingly.

P

arent Opinion Survey
Last week, every school family
was forwarded an invitation by
email to participate in the Department
of Education and Training’s Parent
Opinion Survey 2020. The email
contained a personalized hyperlink
which provided parents with direct access to the survey.

This news, along with all students’ return to onsite
schooling, however, does not mean that all will return to
normal in schools. We will continue to adhere to our
school’s COVID-19 Safety Management Plan and, by
maintaining social distancing and mask wearing, we will
continue to collectively reduce the risk of possible virus
transmission. Thank you, again, to our families for supporting the COVID-19 safety requirements.

This survey is designed to assist our school in gaining an
understanding of parents’ perception of school climate,
student engagement and relationships with our parent
community. This year parent perceptions in relation to
the Flexible and Remote Learning Program is also being
sought. The survey is again being conducted online by
ORIMA Research Pty Ltd and should only takes 15
minutes to complete. It can be accessed via desktop
computer, laptop, tablet or mobile at any convenient
time within the fieldwork period.

The easing of restrictions, however, is positive in relation Our records indicate that 648 invitations were sent out
to:
and 59 parents have responded. This only equates to 9%
of our families. Can we encourage families yet to com
School Photography—School photography is back plete the survey to take the time to do so. The closing
th
for Term 4. Metropolitan Melbourne must have date for the online Parent Opinion Survey is Friday 13
their photographs taken outside and photographs November until 11:59 p.m. Responses to the sur vey
are anonymous.
of groups are permissible.

School construction projects also have permission
tars of the Week
to return to work, although workers must still conWith a full week of onsite schooling and classes
tinue to adhere to their company’s COVID-19
operating as close to normal as possible, our indiSafety Management Plan which will be inclusive
of having no more than five workers onsite at the vidual classroom Stars of the Week are again being
awarded! Check out this week’s worthy recipients!!
same time!

S

A

ll Tools Up!
With the easing of restrictions, our school construction project was able to recommence! Our builder was
pleased to be able to advise his workers to “pick up tools” and return to work. All workers onsite must
still continue to adhere to their company’s COVID-19 Safety Management Plan which is inclusive of having no
more than five workers onsite at the same time and the wearing of masks!
Social distancing has enabled some internal and external work to be undertaken! Although a little inconvenient,
we are very pleased to have the works resume. The challenge will be maintaining full daily operations when the
general office is required to relocate and when the internal wall of the staff room is demolished!! The end product
will be worth the wait and the inconvenience.

Term 4
Week ending 16 October, 2020
0BC

Derwent
Izzy

0JF

for returning to school with a great attitude. You have done such a wonderful
job with your writing tasks.
for your wonderful attitude to your work and having a smile on your face all of
the time.
for fabulous work during remote learning.
for fabulous work during remote learning.
for being so confident and determined during our first week back.
for showing kindness and consideration to everyone!
for using your fantastic scientific and engineering skills to create a basket.
for doing an AWESOME job when reading to Lyn! You’re reading so fluently!
for displaying amazing reading strategies! You have made wonderful progress!
for using excellent spelling strategies. You are writing so well!
for your excellent work during remote learning.
for your excellent work during remote learning.
for working hard to include a problem and solution in your narrative. Well done!

1AB

Navya
Vincent
Violet
Eli
Ekam
Gursimar
Imogen
Ethan
Avika
Philo
Sophia

1HG

Nika

1KC

Railen

1NC

Mal

1NG

Joshua

1TN

Eric

for your amazing sizzling start when writing a narrative. Well done on
using an onomatopoeia to start your story.
for doing an exceptional job with his learning and effort in the first week at school.

2AD

2AD

for a fabulous week of learning in 2AD. I’m so happy to have you back.

2AK

Abigail

for such a confident start to your time at BPPS. We’re so happy to have you in 2AK!

2CM

Dana

for a terrific week back at school. Lovely to see you so happy.

2CP

2CP

for a wonderful return to face to face learning. CONGRATULATIONS!!

2CV

Harshwath for making sure he puts 100% effort into everything he does in the classroom.

2RG

Demi

2SD

2SD

for being a beautiful student who strives to do her best at all times. We are lucky to
have you in 2RG!
for your amazing attitude back at school in Term 4.

3CH

Kevinjot

for amazing work in Writer’s Workshop.

3DK

Japneet

for settling back into the classroom well and completing all work to her best ability!

3MF

Deetya

3MS

Kynaat

3SA

Aidan

for completing a detailed character description and a wonderful puppet! Outstanding
work!
for your wonderful creativity when designing and describing a fairy tale character of
your own. Well done!
for the outstanding fraction kite he made this week. Very creative!

4EC

4EC

for a fantastic return to school.

4SM

4SM

for working fabulously all week. Awesome!

4MC

Marli

for returning to school with such a positive attitude towards her peers and her
learning.

0JH
0LP
0SM

0TL

for being such a persistent learner. Congratulations on all of your efforts!
Keep your ‘Green Light Thinking’ up!
for making her ‘Happy Cat’ narrative super interesting, using a sizzling start and
a range of punctuation! Well done!
for having an AMAZING week back.

Term 4
Week ending 16 October, 2020
4LM

Kushral

4VA

Jamie

for having a positive attitude towards learning, being a good friend and working hard
on all tasks.
for consistent hard work.

5BM
5EB

Zaina
Aarush
Makayla

for your superstar science and enthusiasm towards learning.
for such great teamwork during science.
for being a respectful and supportive friend.

5JG

Christian

5LM

Benjamin

5MC

Loucy

6JA

6JA

for being a positive member of his table group and working hard to achieve great
work!
you make a consistent effort with your school work and demonstrate a growth mind
set.
for being a hardworking student who always completes tasks to the best of her
abilities.
for working well and coping through remote learning—SO PROUD.

6JL

Sarah

for being a positive & respectful student, who is always helping those around her.

6MB

Stacey

6MK

6MK

for the positive start she has had being back in the classroom. You’ve had a great
week.
for an incredible first week back.

6MS

Teale

for working hard and completing work in his first week back.

SPECIALIST CLASSES
LOTE Chunyan
FJF

for your excellent participation and great enthusiasm in learning Chinese. Great
start FJF!

LOTE Daisy
4EC

for your excellent participation in the Chinese ‘Guess Who’ game!

P. Arts Kenneth
3MF

for a fantastic restart to our performing arts. The whole class worked tremendously,
exploring beat and dance.

P. Arts Felicity
1KC

for performing body percussion so well, being enthusiastic and trying so hard with
different body percussions and tempos.

2AK

for the class all being able to learn the basic skills of kickball. Excellent kicking Year
2!

FJH

for their amazing work through our fundamental skills rotation.

P.E. Jim
P.E. Mel
V. Arts Bree
1TN

for great concentration and effort, following all the steps carefully to create your
ceramic turtle.

V. Arts Jessica
FTL

for listening so well and showing amazing fine motor skills when cutting and pasting.

D. Tech Lisa
Year 1

for making a fantastic start to Digital Technologies! Congratulations!

MAINTAINTAIN COVID SAFETY

1.5 metres

R
19.

educing the Risk COVID-19
The maintaining of social distancing and personal hygiene habits which includes washing hands thoroughly
and practising good sneeze/cough etiquette are all measures we can all take to combat the spread of COVID-

